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OPERATORS OF TYPE co WITHOUT A BOUNDED Hoo FUNCTIONAL
CALCULUS
AZa:n Maintoah 1 and Atauahi Yagi

1.

Introduction

At the previous C.M.A. Miniconference which was held at Macquarie
University, one of us considered operators T of type ro acting in a Hilbert
space !1-{, and listed several conditions equivalent to such an operator T
having a bounded H = functional calculus [MCI]. We shall list these again
shortly. It is sometimes asked whether every operator of type ro satisfies
one or other of these conditions, so we would like to take this opportunity to
show that they do not. On other occasions we have considered operators T of
type ro with respect to a double sector, and discussed the conditions under
which such a T has a bounded H co functional calculus, which implies in
particular that T has bounded spectral projections associated with each
sector. An example of an operator with no such bounded projections will
also be presented.
In the next section we shall recall some results from [MCI] and other
papers. We shall then define and study some operators which will be used
in the following two sections to construct the counter-examples.
These
examples are really modifications of those presented in earlier papers
[Mc,l,2,3,4], and their existence comes as no surprise to those who are
familiar with this material.
In the final section we shall show that every operator T of type ro does
have a bounded H co functional calculus if it is considered as acting in a
Hilbert space !1-{T in which the norm of !1-{ is replaced by a square function
norm.
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2. Operators of type

m

We shall consider operators T in a Hilbert space :;{ over the complex field
a:: . By this we mean that T is a linear mapping from its domain 'lJ(T) c :;{ to
:;{, where 'IJ(T) is a linear subspace of :;{.
We shall need the sets, defined for 0 ::;; J1 < n:, by

;+ ,

which are closed sets with interiors S
S ;_ and S ~·
spaces of functions defined on these open sets by

We shall employ the

which are Banach spaces whh norms 1\flloo = sup{!f(z)l :fe sJl:}, and H=(S~),
which are defined likewise and are also Banach spaces, as well as

Definition. An operator T in :J-f is said to be of type w (or type m+) provided
that T is a closed operator in :J-f, its spectrum (J( T) is a subset of S w (or S w+),
and for all Jl ~ ro there is a number ell such that li(T-AJr 1 11::;; cJliJll- 1 whenever

Jl ~ S~ (or Jl e

sf.l:).

Every such operator has domain 'IJ(T) dense in :J-f" In this talk we shall
assume that T is one-one, which (for operators of type ro or ro+) is equivalent
to T having range 'l((T) dense in :;{. (There is a slight change of terminology
from [MC!] where type ro was defined with respect to Sw+·) Actually, if Tis
not one-one, then :J-f = :Ji,[(T) EtJ '1{ where :Ji,[(T) is the kernel of T and '1{ is the
closure of 'l{(T), and we can focus our attention on Tl2\.• which is a one-one
operator of type m or ro + in the Hilbert space '1{ .
typically not -orthogonaL)

(The direct sum 9 is

Every operator T of type m (or type w+) has a natural functional calculus
defined over H =(S ~) (or H =(S ;+)) where 0 ::;; ro < J.l < ~ n (or 0 ::;; ro < J.l < n)
provided that we admh the possibility of the functional calculus containing
unbounded operators. In particular, if J, II E H co(S 0
H oo(S,u0+)) and a E 0::,
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then f(T) and

f 1 (T) are closed operators with domains dense :in

:J{

which

satisfy
a(f(T)) + ! 1(T)

(i)

fr (T)f(T)

(ii)

and

(af + fr)(T)I'1J(f(T))

=

(/J)(T)I '1J(f(T))

(where the operator on the right of (ii) has domain 'D(ftf)(T) n V(j(T))). The
interesting problem is to show that for certain such T, all these operators f(T)
are bounded.
Nevertheless, regardless of such bouncledness, the functional
calculus is of interesL For example, if :r is a one-one operator of type m+ and
s is a real number, define
by
= f 3 (T) where f~( I;) = (is. Then, for all
s ,te !R, Tisyitu = yi(s+t)u whenever u e 'D(Tisyit) = 'IJ(Ti(s+t)) n 'IJ(Tit) . As a
second exarnple, take T to be a one-one operator of type w, and define the
spectral projections E + and E _ associated with the right and left sectors by E +
= X+(T) and E_ =z_(T) where

1 ifRe(t;)> 0
if Re(t;) < 0
Then,

(i) and (ii), 1J(E+)

and

= 'D(E_)

=: '1J , E'+

r1 ifRe(t;)< 0
if Re((,) > o

--lo

+ E_ = JI'D, E_, 2

:::::: E+ , E_ 2 = E_ and

= E_E+ = OI'D .
The significance of thif;; approach is that the above operators, along with
fractional povvers Ta and semigroups, aH fit into the same framework.
Incidentally, it relies on repeated use of the following result.

Convergeru::e Lemma. Let T be a one-one operator of
m+ in :J{_ Let
J.L > ro. Let fo: be a uniformly bounded net
in "P(S ti+) which
f E H ""'(S J-1°+)
on every set
the form { z e
converges to a
0 < o ::5: lzi ::5: Ll. < = }. Suppose that the operators fa(T) are uniformly
bounded operators on :J{. Then
converges to f(T)u for all u E
and
consequently JrT) is a bounded linear operator on with !!f(T)II ::5: supal!fa(T)II.

s;+ :

1' is a one-one
with

s.::+

type w in

then the analogous result holds

replaced by s,~·

The important thing to know about an operator T of type ro (or ro +) is
whether or not it has a bounded H = functional calculus. If it does, then, in
particular, the operators Tis and E± are bounded.
Let us first summarize some positive results.
The first, which buUds
upon the work of Yagi [Y] and many others before him, is taken (slightly
modified from Mer . (Let us note that, if lfl e P(S ,0.,_), then (T) is a bounded
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linear operator on !}{which can be represented as lfi(T)

= 2~i

fer- ur

1 l{F(A.)dlt

0
where 8 is an unbounded contour, o = {A.= re±iv : r;::: 0}, m < v < f.l, parametrized
clockwise around Sm+ .)

Theorem L LetT be a one-one operator of type m+ in!}{. Then

the

following statements are equivalent.
(a) for each f.l > m, T has a bounded H ""(S f.l0+) functional calculus (i.e. there

exists c 11 such that II f(T) II ::;; cp:ll f II= for all f e H ""(S f.l:)) ;
(b) there exists f.l > m such that T has a bounded H oo(S ll"+) functional calculus;

(c) { Tis Is e IR } is a C 0 group, and,for all f.l
IITisll::;; cf.lep:lsl when s e 1R ;

> ro, there exist

ell

such that

(d) if A is a non-negative self-adjoint operator and U is an isomorphism
satisfying T = UA, and 0 <a< 1, then 'D(Ta) = 'D(Aa) and c- 1 11Aaull::;; IITaull::;;
ellA au II for some c > 0 and all u e 'lJ(Ta) ;

r

(e) for all f.l > ro and alllfi e 'f'(S ;+) there exist q > 0 such that, when u e !}{,

q- 1 11ull

<

{jll\lf(IT)ull 1

~t

<

qllull ;

(f) there exists f.l > w, 1jf e 'f'(Sf.l"+) and q > 0 such that l{i(X) > 0 when x > 0, and

q- 1 ilull " {ju\if(l1')ull 2

~f ~

qllull

for all u e !}{.

The second result, which was proved in (MCQ], is based upon the proof by
Jones and Semmes of the L 2 boundedness of the Cauchy integral operator C r
on a Lipschitz curve r in the complex plane [CJS]. Note that if r = {x+ig(x) :
X E IR}, where g is a Lipschitz function, then c r = i(X+(D y) - z_(D y)) where Dr
denotes differentiation on ywith respect to the complex variable. See [MCQ]
for details. The boundedness of C yon Ldy) was first provF.d in [CMCM].
We call (T,T') a dual pair of operators with respect to a dual pairing ( . , . )
= (u,T'v) for all u e 'lJ(T) and all v e 'D(T').
between !}{and itself if
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Tb eorem 2, Suppose 0 :;; w < J1. <! n:. Let
be a dual
one-one
operators of type w in :J{ Let :;{±be the closure of the range 1\.(E±), let :lGt be
the closure
2\lx±(T')) and let T± = TIJl± and T'± = T'I.1C±· Then the
statements are equivalent.
(

The operator T has a bounded H oo(S ~)functional calculus (i.e. there exists
such that llf(T) II:;; c,ullfll=for allfE H=(S
0

the operators T± and T'± have bounded H""
Hilbert spaces :J[± and :1(;1: •

Vie find (b) an intriguing
estimates within :;{±and 'lC± imply
and hence that J-{ =
Ee :J[_ ::::: ~
means that the quadratic estimates
associated with the regions above
sum of these Hardy spaces, or

\

calculi in the

jl±)

because i.t has the consequence that
that the operators E± = X±(T) are bounded,
Ee X..-. In the case of the operator D r, this
proved
Kenig within the Hardy spaces
and below r imply that L
is the direct
that C r i.s a bounded operator on

3. An Operator·
'We shaH now define some matrices which will be useful in
the counter-examples, Similar examples
,2,3,4]. See also
1
where Kahan obtained estimates which
on the size of the
matrices.
For N ;;;: l, consider

n:::N+l

as a Hilbert spaee as usuaL For f3 > 0, let A, B and

Z be the operators in [: N + 1 given

Z

= (Zj,kJ,

the matrices fi

=

B

=

J,k) and

'~Nhere

(_/}_

ifj

Bj,k ·--tK(k.-j)

0---

ifj

*

k

:::::

k

"i

r-----==---""--·'-

(2k+2})Jr(k-j)

0

if j

:f;:.

k

if j

=

k

with j and k ranging from 0 to N. Then A. is a self-adjoint operator with
a(A) c [1,2N], B
a skew-adJoint operator with IIBII:;; j3,
AZ +ZA ==BA,

and liZl!;::

l

1l

~ r

- toglV
7

that B is the NxN

The

liB il !>

f3 is a consequence of the fact

Toeplitz matrix corresponding to the function b(
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i/3(1-TC- 1 8) on 0 <

u

e < 21C.

To obtain the lower bound on IIZII, estimate IIZull for

= (1,1, ... ,1).
Note that Z is the only solution of the above operator equation.

4.

Unbounded

Projections

Our aim now is to construct a one-one operator T of type 0 in a Hilbert
space !J-{ with unbounded spectral projections E ± corresponding to the sectors
S fJo± as defined in section 2. Such an operator T therefore does not have an

H ""(S ~) functional calculus for any J1 > 0.

Theorem 3. Let K > 1. There exists a closed operator T of type 0 in a
Hilbert space !J-{ with real spectrum a(T) contained in the pair of intervals
(-oo,-1] u [1,=), and with resolvent bounds II(T-..Ur 1 11::;; Kl/m(/1,)1- 1 ,/or which
the spectral projections E± = X±(T) are unbounded.
There also exists a one-one bounded operator S of type 0 on a Hilbert
space !J-{ with real spectrum a(S) contained in the interval [-1,1], and with
resolvent bounds II(S-Mr 1 11::;; Kllm(/1,)1- 1 ,for which the spectral projections
E± = X±(S) are unbounded.
We remark that operators T and S which satisfy the above resolvent
bounds with K = 1 are necessarily self-adjoint and their spectral projections
E+ and E_ have norm one.

To prove the theorem, it suffices to construct, for every natural number
operators T n on finite dimensional spaces J-{n = !C 2N+ 2 with real spectrum
(J(T n) contained in the pair of intervals [-2N,-1] u [1,2N], and with resolvent
bounds II(T n-Aif 1 11 ::;; Kl/m(/1,)1- 1 , for which the spectral projections E± satisfy
11£±11 ~ n. We then take T = ffiTn and S = ffi2-NTn in the Hilbert space J-f= ffi!J{n·

n,

So let us fix numbers n and

that

(K-1)(

}togN- 1) ~ n.

K

greater than 1, and choose N large enough

Then choose operators A and B on

is a self-adjoint operator with a(A) c
AZ +ZA
and IIZII ~ (K-1)(} logN- 1) ~ n.

Now define the operators

o::;N+l

such that A

[1,2N], B is an operator with IIBII::;; ~e-1,

= BA,
This was shown to be possible in section 2.
, P +and

on :J-0~ =

[;N+l (!iJ (CN+l

by
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_ [A BA]

Tn -

0 -A

Then Tn has spectrum a(Tn) =a+ u a_ where a+= a(A) = (1,2,4, ... ,2N} and
2
2
a_= o(-A) =-a+ . Moreover P + + P _=I, P +p_ =P _p + = 0, P + =P +, P _ =P _,

and IIP±II:;::: IIZII:;::: n.

It is not too difficult to calculate resolVent bounds for T n·
non-real numbers .:t,

= [ <A-ur 1
0

(A-ur 1BA(A+Mr 1

Indeed, for all

]

-<A+ur 1

and so

as required.
Hence T n is of type zero, so we can define the spectral
projections E± = X±(T) as in section 2. The proof is completed on observing
I I
that E± = P ± and hence that IIE±II :;::: IIZII :;::: n .

5. Our last example
The operator constructed in section 4 is an operator of type zero (with
respect to a double sector), whose H oo functional calculus is unbounded. Our
aim now is to construct an operator T of type ro+ (with respect to a single
sector) whose H oo functional calculus is unbounded.
Theorem 4. Suppose 0 < co< J.l < itr. Then there exists an invertible closed
operator T of type co+ in a Hilbert space !J-{ which does not have a bounded
H oo(S ;+) functional calculus.
This theorem is a consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma. Let co e (O,itr] and let n e IN. There exists an operator Tn of type co
on a finite dimensional space !J-{ n = 1C N + 1 , which has the form T n =
(I+ V)A 2 , where A is a self-adjoint operator with spectrum a( A) contained in
the interval [1,2N], IIVII ~ sinco, and IITnivll:;::: niiAvllfor some v e !J-{n-
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To see that theorem 4 is a consequence of the lemma, we first show that
Indeed

;+ .

T n is of type ro and that a(T n-1) c S

is invertible when .A-1 e: S

S:

;+ , because

J sinro

ifRe(.?t,)s: 1

Ll.lt,-llsinro
1/m(.?t,)l

if Re(.?t,);::: 1

and then

1

ifRe(Jt,)s: 1

IA--11(1-sinro)
II (Tn- M)-1 II" {

1
llm(A.)I- IA,-llsinm

if R e (A,) ;::: 1 .

So T n is of type m and a(Tn-1) c Sfl~ .
Define T =ED
in the Hilbert space !}{ = ED :J-{11 • Then T is an invertible
closed operator of type m+ in
of the form T = US, where U is invertible and
S is a self-adjoint operator with a(S) c [1 ,= ). However T and S do not
satisfy part (d) of theorem 1 with a = i, and hence T does not have a

bounded H ""(S flo+) functional calculus.
Let us now turn our attention to proving the lemma.
So let us fix n E IN and K = 1+sinm , and choose operators A and B on a
finite dimensional space :J-{n = ICN+l and u E 9-{n such that A is a self-adjoint
operator with a(A) c [1,2N] and B is an operator with IIBII s: K-1, and such that
the unique solution Z of the operator equation

A.Z +ZA

satisfies IIZull ;:::

= BA

1 togN-

;::: nlluiL

7

This was shown to be possible in

section 2.
For z

E

[;,

,u <in
z, as does W z ~. Of

define W 2 =(I+ zB)A 2 . Then Wz is of type Jl for some

provided lz I < ( K-1) -l, and depends holomorphically on

course W /1--T/ z ~ = (l + zB )A 2 , so on differentiating both sides with respect to z,
i

setting z = 0, and substituting W 0 2 =A, we obtain
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or in other words Z = (tzwz ilz=O

)A -l .

We claim now that IIW z i A -lull ::::: nllull for some values of z satisfying lzl =1.
Recall that IIZull::::: nllull.
whenever lzl = 1. Then

Suppose to the contrary that IIW ziA -lull< nllull

IIZu II= II (tzwzilz=o)A-lu II = 21n II

f

z12 wziA-lu dz II< nllull

lzl=1

which is not possible.
Hence IIW z i A -l u II ::::: n llu II for some values of z
satisfying lzl = 1 as claimed.
To complete the proof of the lemma, take V = zB for such a z, T n = W z
and v = A -l u . I I
This completes the proof of theorem 4. Two small problems remain
open. The first is to make the example explicit by finding a specific value of
z. The second is to determine whether or not a closed operator T of type 0+
exists which does not have a bounded H oo(S ;+) functional calculus. These
problems are left for the amusement of the interested listener.

6. Square Function Norms
We saw in theorem 1 that a one-one operator T of type a>+ has a bounded
H oo(S 11:) functional calculus if and only if T satisfies quadratic estimates. Let
us explore what happens when we replace the given norm by a new one
defined by

where lJ!t(z)

= lJI(tz).

Theorem 5. Let T be a one-one operator of type a>+ in Ji. Let lJf, JJL e 'l'(S 11:)
where Jl > ro, and suppose that JJL( -r) > 0 when -r > 0. Then there exists c such
that
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for all f

E

H co(S J.L".r) and all u e Jl.

Note that flflt e 'l'(S;+), and so iflflt)(T) is a bounded linear operator on !}{.
The proof depends on the following estimates.
and c 2 such that

for all f

E

There exist constants c 1

H co(S ;+) and all t > 0, and

for all continuous functions g from [a,/3] to !}{and all 0 <a< f3 <co.
These estimates can be proved by representing the operators as integrals
+"
over an unbounded contour o = {Jl = re-'v
: r;;:: 0}, w < v < J.L, parametrized
clockwise around S ro+ • The first is easy, and the second not much harder
[MCQ]. To derive it we observe that
lllflt(T)JJl/..T) II

~ II Z~i J<T- Mr 1 lflt(ll)JJl-r(ll)dllll
0

~ const.

f

1
It/liS
1-rJliS
1/ll 1+1tJll2s 1+1-rJl12s ldlll

0

and hence that

~ { const.(t/-r)S(l +log( -r/t))

if

O<t~'t"<oo

con st.( -r/t)S( 1 +log(t/-r))

if

0<-r~t<oo
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- •f3
dr:
S.sup { lll!ftlt!-r(T)II T"
t >

o

J

}i supjf J=ll~p1JJL..(T)II t

dt

r > 0

a

~ c 11 llg(t)ll

lo

ff3

llg(t)!l 2

dt

t

a

' ~

( f3

2

}~{'

2

d:}

as required.
~

Proof of theorem 5. Define

1pa,f3 E

0

by lfla,fJ(z)= k

-1

j. JJLr:3 (z)-;r
dr:
where

k

a
3
dr:
J,J! ( t)T ~

=

-t

Let u e 3{0 By the Convergence Lemma in section 2, Ua,f3

u as a

-t

0 and

f3

-too.

=

Also

by (ii)

(i).

The result follows on applying the dominated convergence theorem.
Given a one-one T operator of type m+ in
1/f E

[u

E

let us choose a function

o/(SJ+) for some f.1 > ro which satisfies o/( t") > 0 when ·r: > 0, and let :J{0
: llullv1 < =}, vvhere

=
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On applying the preceeding theorem with f = 1, we deduce that different
choices of J.l. and lfl which satisfy the same criteria, give rise to the same space
9-f0 with equivalent norms. (To see that they are norms, we need to use the
fact that T is one-one, and hence that lflt(T) is one-one.) Moreover t])(Ta) f1
1<.f..Ta) c 9-{0 for a > 0, so 9-f0 is dense in 9-f. The space 9-f0 is an inner product
space under

(u, v)l{f

=

J

(lflt(T)u , lflt(T)v)

~t

0

Define the Hilbert space 9-fr to be the completion of 9-f0 , together with one
of the equivalent inner products (u , v)l{f and norms llulll{f .
Given any linear operator S in 9-f, let S0 = SI1J(So) where t]J(S 0 )
Su e 9-f0 }, and let s- be the closure of S0 in 9-fr if it exists.

= {u e

9-f0 :

Whenever B is a bounded linear operator on 9-{ which commutes with
R;. = (T-.:Uf 1 when A !1!! a(T), then B commutes with lfl tCT), and consequently
B(9-f0 ) c 9-f0 and IIBulll{f:;;; liB II llulll{f for all u e 9-f0 . SoB- is a bounded linear
operator on 9-fr and IIB-111{1:;;; liB II, where IIB-111{1 denotes the operator norm of Bon 9-fr under llulll{f. If B a is a uniformly bounded net of linear operators on 9-{
which commutes with R ;1,. and if B a converges in the strong topology to B,
then, by dominated convergence, B a-u ~ B-u in 9-fr for all u e 9-f0 and hence
for all u e 9-fr.
In particular, when A !1!! a(T), then R;.- is a bounded linear operator on 9-fr
and IIR;. -ul{f :;;; IIR A.ll. Note also that r is the identity map and o- is the zero
map on 9-fr. Now, for t > 0, tR_t converges strongly to I as t ~ oo, and tR_t
converges strongly to 0 as t ~ 0 (since T is a one-one operator of type c:o+ in
Jf), and therefore tR_t- converges strongly to r as t ~ oo, and tR_t converges
strongly to o- as t ~ 0.
We shall now prove that the operator T 0 has a closure T- in 9-fr and that
R;.- = (T- -Arr 1 ~hen A. e a(T). To do this it suffices to show that R;.- is oneone. Now (-r+A)R_-rR;. =R;. -R--r when -r> 0, so (-r+A)R_-r-R~.,- =R;.- -R_-r- also.
Hence, if R;.-u = 0, then 0 = -rR_-r-u ~ u as -r ~ oo, and sou = 0. We conclude
that R ;.- is one-one as claimed.
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Theorem 6. Let T be a one-one operator of type m+ in :H, and let 1 be the
associated operator in :Jly which was defined above. Then r- is a one-one
operator
type m+ in :J-fy which has a bounded H=(S Ji-~r-) functional calculus
when J1. > m, and thus satisfies the equivalent statements
theorem 1 (with
:J-f replaced
:J-fT)·
Moreover, fCr) = f(T)- for aUf e
and so l!f{T-)!Iv, :o;; llf(T)II when
is bounded, where the operator norm llf(T-)IIlJ, is defined with respect to
any function lJf E 1P'{S v:) with v > m and lJf( 1:) > 0 when 1: > 0.
Proof.

We have already seen that a(T'") c cr(T) and II(T- -).1)- 1

whenever ;t q; cr(T), so
is an operator of
m+ in
some u E :J{T· Then u = -r:R_r-u ~ 0 as 1: -l> 0, and sou

:J{T·

= 0.

:o;;

II(T'-A-Ir 1 11

Suppose T-u = 0 for
Thus
is one-one.

,;+).

Suppose for the moment that f e 'P(S
Then the bounded linear
operators
and f(T)- on :J{T are equaL This is a consequence of tthe
contour integral representations of these operators and the above facts about
resolvents and convergence. Hence I
l/f s;
Further,
theorem 5
with !ill

= ljf,

Now every function

for all

f e

U E

and thus for all u e

is the Hmit of a sequence of functions

H

tt: :

e o/(S Ji- +) 'Which converges to f unifonnly on sets of the form { z E S
0 < /5 :o;; lzl :o;; Ll < = }, and which satisfies !lfnll"" s; ll/11"" for all rL Therefore, by
the Convergence Lemma, J{T-) is bounded on J{T with l!f(T-)111/f :o;; supl!f.oa(T'-)111/f
::;; cllfnll= ::;; cilfll=. That
has a bounded H .,(S fJ-~) functional calculus.
0

To conclude, suppose that f e H =(s,;+). We need to show that f(T)u f(T-)u for an u E ®(j(T)o) and thai: ®(f(T)o) is dense in :Jiy, for then f(T)- =
f(T'-). Note that, if u E 'lJ(j(T)) n
then, by theorem 5, f(T)u e
so
'D(f(T) 0 ) = 'D(f(T)) n
For such a u, and for the functions
used in the
proof of theorem 5, we have that Ua,j3

=

== lfJ'a,,a(T-)u ->u in _'}-{T as a~

Also f(1)ua,f3 =f(T-) lJfa,p(T-)u =
= (fo/a,p)(T)u = lJfo:,p(T)f(1')u
so, on taking limits in
\Ve have f(T-)u =
as required.
To prove density, take v E
and observe that lfl a,f3(T)v e
n :J-f0 and
that Iffa,p(T)v = lJIa,j.'J(T-)v --> v in :JlY,, Hence 'D(f(T) 0 ) = 'D(j(T)) n :Jio is dense in
:J-[0 (in the J-{T
and therefore is dense in :Jiy itself.
II

f3

~

<X).

= 'I'a,f3(T-)f(T)u,

5-lr,

We have discovered that, although there exist one-one operators of type
m+ in a Hilbert space :J{ which do not have a bounded H =(S,u0+J functional
calculus when Jl > m, nevertheless all one-one operators of type m+ do have a
bounded H =(S ;+) functional calculus in the closely related Hilbert space :Jiy.
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